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By LENA ROSS

ashion trendsetters are looking to the
Far East as labels from Christian Dior to
Club Monaco mimic Japanese designs
for spring. But Japanese fashionistas

have adopted Western styles for years, prov
ing fashion is a free exchange.

John Galliano’s Spring 2007 Collection for
Christian Dior looks like Madame Butterfly
fell down the rabbit hole. It was inspired, he
said, “by Pinkerton’s affair with Cio-Cio San.”
Featuring enormous origami flowers, platform
wooden sandals, day-gb kimonos and psyche
delic makeup, Galliano brings his lurid vision
of old-world Japan to the new millennium.

And ready-to-wear designers are jumping
on the bandwagon.

Catherine Dunwoody, fashion and beauty
editor for LouLou Magazine, said obi sashes,
wrapped belts, kimono sleeves, and origarni
type prints are among the popular trends for
spring. And many of these styles can be found
at North American chain retailers.

Known for selling styles hot off the runway,
Club Monaco is stocking clothing and accesso
ries inspired by Japanese motifs. The compa
ny’s highly-tailored, somber layers and muted
colours appear to have been influenced by

modern Japanese designers. Junya Wata

nabe and Yohji Yamamoto, known for bringing
dark, odd-shaped layers to high fashion, are
two examples of this aesthetic.

Originally from Tokyo, Aya Yamada, assis
tant manager of Club Monaco on Robson
Street, said Japanese designers set trends be
cause they cater to a very serious market.

“In Japan the mentality is very competitive.
People need to have two jobs just to stay in
fashion,” she said. Yamada’s sister, who works
in retail in Japan, has to spend $lpOO a month
just on clothes for work. If she takes her child
to the park, she has to dress up or risk being
ridiculed by the other mothers.

“Here, people are lazy with fashion, but they
are more individual. I can get away with wear
ing whatever I want. But in Japan, society
won’t let you,” Yamada said. Because Japa
nese society places great pressure on young
people to succeed, she said, they place a lot of
stock in personal appearance.

Yaniada added many Westerners think Jap
anese style stems from individual expression,
but they are usually mistaken. Because Japa
nese society is built on a group mentality, fol
lowing the latest craze is part of their culture.
“They don’t want to be left alone. That is why
the Japanese buy into so many different trends
and set the trends,” Yamada said.

According to New York Times reporter Re-

becca Mead in her 2002 article, Shopping Re
bellion: What the Kids Want, several popular
North American fads started in Japan. The
mania for luxury brands like Burberry and
Louis Vuitton; kawaii or cute characters popu
larized by Sanrio and their infamous creation
Hello Kitty; Lolita or Victorian doll clothing;
and military chic were all styles popularized
by fashion-conscious Japanese.

But fashion travels both ways.
As Mead reports, Japan’s modern society is

essentially without class boundaries so young
people have no way to distinguish themselves.
This is according to Masanobu Sugatsuke,
founder and editor of the Japanese fashion
and culture magazine Composite.

Therefore they adopt identities like pop star;
surfer, biker, punk, or hip-hop from Western
stereotypes to create a sense of belonging. In
the process, a portrait of Western culture is
reflected in a way that is quintessentially Jap
anese: meticulous, articulate and gentle.

“These outfits are an expression of an au
thentic Japanese experience: that of belonging
to a society that until recently was extremely
ordered and disciplined, but which, over the
past decade, has grown more uncertain and
unpredictable,” Mead said. “In Japan, living at
home with your parents and going shopping
every weekend is a form of rebellion.”
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